The aim of the presented article is to overcome the force overshoot issue in impedance based force tracking applications. Nowadays, light-weight manipulators are involved in high-accurate force control applications (such as polishing tasks), where the force overshoot issue is critical (i.e. damaging the component causing a production waste), exploiting the impedance control. Two main force tracking impedance control approaches are described in literature: (a) set-point deformation and (b) variable stiffness approaches. However, no contributions are directly related to the force overshoot issue. The presented article extends both such methodologies to analytically achieve the force overshoots avoidance in interaction tasks based on the on-line estimation of the interacting environment stiffness (available through an EKF). Both the proposed control algorithms allow to achieve a linear closed-loop dynamics for the coupled robot-environment system. Therefore, control gains can be analytically on-line calculated to achieve an over-damped closed-loop dynamics of the controlled coupled system. Control strategies have been validated in experiments, involving a KUKA LWR 4þ. A probing task has been performed, representative of many industrial tasks (e.g. assembly tasks), in which a main force task direction is defined.
Introduction
Highly accurate force control is strongly required in many robotic applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Force overshoots might compromise the task execution, resulting in task failures and the production of waste.
Due to their limited inertia and (controlled) compliant behaviour, light-weight manipulators 7 are attractive for the execution of such applications.
Compliant joint manipulators have been investigated for human-robot safe interaction. 8 However, it is still difficult to obtain high-perfomance in force tracking applications involving such robots due to the low rate joint stiffness adaptation and due to the difficulties in compensating for the robot dynamics (such as friction, that is a function of the joint properties). High-perfomance in force tracking applications involving a compliant robot behaviour can be easier achieved by the control side. 9 Since the milestones, [10] [11] [12] impedance control 13, 14 has been particularly effective in order to interact with compliant environments. In fact, with respect to pure force controllers, 15, 16 impedance control compounds an easier tunable dynamic balance response for the robot. In addition, particular design of impedance controllers, 17 grants a wide control bandwidth, thanks to a continuous adaptation of the controller.
Nevertheless, some force/deformation regulation requirements are introduced in order to improve the robustness and safety of interaction with a dynamic task, especially in the case of a precision-force process. 18 Although impedance methods have proven to be dynamically equivalent to explicit force controllers, 19 a direct tracking of explicit interaction forces is not straightforwardly allowed.
To perform a tracking of a target force based on the impedance control while preserving the properties of the impedance behaviour (e.g. to simultaneously interact with a human operator), many works have been presented. While some methods are based on the energy tank theory to preserve the passivity of the controlled system, 20, 21 and other methods are based on voltage control strategy and can be applied to electrically driven robots ? (even if no experimental results are shown), 22 many works are directly adapting the impedance control parameters based on the interaction force and can be divided in two main families: class (a) setpoint deformation impedance controllers and class (b) variable stiffness controllers. Common solutions of class (a) methods are suggested in the literature 23 , where the controlled force is derived from a position control law, scaling the trajectory as a function of the estimated environment stiffness, calculating the time-varying PID gains. Another important approach [24] [25] [26] involves the generation of a reference motion as a function of the force-tracking error, under the condition that the environment stiffness is variously unknown, it is estimated as a function of the measured force. Common solutions of class (b) methods consist of gain-scheduling strategies that select the stiffness and damping parameters from a predefined set (off-line calculated) on the basis of the current target state. 27 Lee et al. 28 vary the controlled robot stiffness on-line to regulate the desired contact force based on the previous force tracking error, without any knowledge of the environment. Yang et al. 29 present a human-like learning controller to interact with unknown environments that feed-forward adapts force and impedance. Oh et al. 30, 31 describe a frequency-shaped impedance control method which shapes a disturbance observer in the frequency domain so that the impedance is manipulated to achieve both the compliant interaction and reference tracking.
Commonly in class (a) methods, all approaches maintain a constant dynamic behaviour of the controlled robot, so that when the environment stiffness quickly and significantly changes, the bandwidth of the controllers has to be limited to avoid instability, while in class (b) methods, stationary, known and structured environments are considered.
Despite the force overshoots, control is of primary importance in many industrial tasks (e.g. fragile components assembly and polishing), and to the best of the authors' knowledge, few works deal with this issue. In the literature, 32 the authors investigated the possibility of adopting a class (a) controller, while in another case, 33 the authors investigated the possibility of adopting a class (b) controller to guarantee the force overshoots avoidance. Although the experimental validation shows the capabilities of the defined controllers to avoid force overshoots, the authors were not able to analytically calculate the control gains. In Roveda et al., 34 the authors propose a class (a) optimal controller. However, such control schema relies on the experimental setting of the optimal control gain and of the target force filtering parameters.
The presented article aims to propose and deeply discuss two methodologies, a class (a) control law and a class (b) control law, to analytically overcome the force overshoot issue while tracking a target force, completing the impedance control based state-of-the-art methods. While the class (a) algorithm set-point variation control law has been already described in the literature, 35 the class (b) algorithm proposes a new stiffness adaptation control law to regulate and control the interaction force. The proposed methodologies rely on a common control approach that allows us to shape the equivalent impedance of the coupled controlled robot-interacting environment system. Moreover, both of the approaches rely on the estimation of the interacting environment stiffness performed by an extended Kalman filter (EKF). The interaction force measurements are used to track the target force adapting the impedance control parameters. Both the proposed control algorithms allow us to obtain a linear closed-loop coupled robot-environment system. Therefore, control gains can be analytically on-line calculated to achieve an over-damped closed-loop dynamics of the controlled coupled system. Control strategies have been validated in experiments, involving a KUKA LWR 4þ ( Figure 1) . A probing task has been performed, representative of many industrial tasks (e.g. assembly tasks), in which a main force task direction is defined.
Interacting environment modeling and estimation

Compliant environment dynamics
Denoting D e and K e as the environment damping and stiffness respectively, a simplified environment dynamics can be modelled 36
where Áx e ¼ x e À x 0 e , and x 0 e is the equilibrium position for the environment. In particular, considering a stable contact point with x 0 e ¼ 0, the environment position is equal to the robot position (i.e. x e ¼ x r ), as in Figure 2 .
Environment observer design
The environment model in equation (1) is used to implement an EKF for the environment stiffness estimation. Under the mild hypothesis that the contact is preserved once established and simplification hypothesis that the contact(s) are elastic, the robot-environment interaction is defined by the filter state, augmented with the environment properties
x e ¼ ½Áx e ; K e ; D e ; f e T :
(2)
Substituting the augmented state (equation (2)) into the model equation (1), the filter dynamics result in f ðx e ; n e Þ ¼ D À1
e ðÀK e Áx e þ f e þ n x e Þ n K e n D e n f e 
where the vector n e ¼ ½n x e ; n K e ; n D e ; n f e T accounts for uncertainties in models parameters/estimates. The observer of the augmented state is therefore defined as
wherex are estimates, K EKF is the gain matrix, C a is the observation matrix,ŷ is the measurements vector and Hð e ; wÞ is the observation function.
The statex is updated by measurements of x e and f e ¼ f, 37 providing the environment stiffnessK e (more details and simulation/experimental validation are shown in the literature. 18 )
Impedance control loop
The impedance control loop design has to guarantee a pure decoupled second-order impedance behaviour is achieved for the controlled robot up to a reasonable frequency of around 5 Hz. Such behaviour can be obtained by properly designing a control loop around the standard position controller for many lightweight industrial robots. 38 Therefore, the target dynamics for the controlled robot should result in
where x 0 r and x r are the desired and actual robot positions respectively, and f r is the external interacting force/torque ( Figure 2 ). In addition, the Cartesian stiffness K r , damping D r and mass M r have to present negligible extra-diagonal coupling terms with a good approximation up to few Hz. In particular,
Finally, considering a stable contact point with x 0 e ¼ 0, the environment position is equal to the robot position (i.e. x e ¼ x r ) and the force acting on the environment is equal to the force acting on the robot (i.e. f e ¼ f r ¼ f), as in Figure 2 .
Remarkably, the KUKA LWR4þ, that is the robot used for the experimental tests, already displays such behaviour as seen in the literature. 9 In fact, experiments show that also M r presents negligible extra-diagonal coupling terms with a good approximation up to 5 Hz. Such experimental validation is described by Roveda. 39 In particular, a force input at the robot end-effector has been imposed to the Cartesian impedance controlled KUKA LWR 4þ. The applied external force and the Cartesian deformations at the robot endeffector have been measured. The frequency response functions (FRFs) between the external force and the Cartesian positions at the robot end-effector have been therefore estimated, highlighting a decoupled second-order dynamic behaviour for the controlled robot.
Force tracking control algorithms with overshoots avoidance The main goal of the stable force tracking control problem is related to limiting/eliminating any force overshoot. The problem is therefore formulated taking into account the coupled dynamics (controlled robotinteracting environment) for the established contact with the environment. The algorithms use the estimate of the interacting environment stiffness in order to on-line (analytically) calculate the control gains to achieve target interaction dynamics.
Both the algorithms define a linear variation of the equivalent closed-loop stiffness with respect to the force tracking error, adopting an equivalent control structure. Thus, let us denote K trg as the target stiffness the robot would have to display when an external force is applied. A slight different definition of K trg is given for the two controllers based on the shaping coefficient K 0 and m k , defining the stiffness variation of the closed-loop manipulator. In particular, if m k > 0 the robot stiffness will decrease with e f ! 0, vice versa if m k < 0 the robot stiffness will increase with e f ! 0. This is true only if the force error e f ! 0 þ .
Sections 'Set-point deformation strategy' and 'Variable stiffness strategy' respectively, describe how the stiffness K trg is implemented in the set-point deformation strategy and in the variable stiffness strategy.
Set-point deformation strategy
The control law here presented aims at modifying on-line the equivalent stiffness of the closed loop controlled robot acting on the impedance control set-point, in order to avoid the force overshoot when the robot is in contact with the environment.
A simple and suitable formulation for the on-line tuning of the K trg is
Thus, we can define two control signal terms u trg and u damp respectively, designed for displaying the targeted stiffness behaviour and to guarantee the correct closedloop system damping
Finally, in order to avoid the dependency of the gains from the actual robot configuration (i.e. the stiffness parameter of the Cartesian impedance control), the position set-point x 0 r to be sent to the LWR4þ controller is imposed to be
The control schema, considering the interacting environment observer, is shown in Figure 3 .
Closed-loop dynamics
Considering a single DoF (as the impedance control allows to decouple the Cartesian DoF) and substituting the impedance control set-point x 0 r as defined by equation (6) and the interacting environment dynamics as defined by equation (1) in equation (5), the closed-loop dynamics results as
By imposing the equivalent closed-loop system mass as M eq ¼ M r , the equivalent closed-loop system damping as
it is possible to analytically calculate the resulting robot base position during the interaction
are the eigenvalues of the coupled controlled system (equation (7)) and the constants c 1 and c 2 depends on the initial position x r;0 and velocity _ x r;0 conditions, easily calculated by imposing x r ð0Þ ¼ x r;0 and _ x r ð0Þ ¼ _ x r;0 .
Control parameters calculation
The control parameters G p and G d can be calculated analytically in order to guarantee the proper force tracking during the task execution, while avoiding any force overshoot. G p gain can be calculated considering the static term of equation (7) . In fact, at the steady state, the robot position has to be equal to x r ¼ f d =K e in order to have a zero steady state force error (i.e. the penetration of the robot in the interacting environment x e ¼ x r results in the target force f d ). Therefore, the proportional gain G p results in the following
Substituting equation (10) into equation (6) it is possible to calculate the control signal terms u trg , defining the variable stiffness of the controlled robot as
the control signal term u trg is not a function of the estimated interacting environment stiffnessK e . Therefore, the method allows us to obtain zero steady state force error even with errors in the estimation of the interacting environment stiffness.
G d gain can be calculated considering the eigenvalues in equation (9) . In fact, by properly defining such derivative gain it is possible to obtain an over-damped system, allowing us to avoid any force overshoot during the task execution. In particular, to have an over-damped system, the following inequality has to be satisfied D 2 eq À 4M eq K eq > 0
In such a way, the eigenvalues in equation (9) are negative real (D eq > ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 4M eq K eq p 8 set of physical parameters). Therefore, considering the worst interaction condition (i.e. interacting environment damping is considered D e ¼ 0), the derivative gain G d can be calculated as
Such definition allows us to obtain an over-damped system and avoid any force overshoot.
The control gain G d is a function of the impedance parameters M r , D r , K r , of the control parameters G p , m k , of the target force f d , and of the estimated stiffness of the interacting environment K e . Moreover, even if equation (12) allows us to calculate the derivative control gain G d considering a zero initial velocity _ x r;0 ¼ 0, equation (8) can be used to numerically calculate the derivative gain, taking into account a non-zero initial velocity to avoid any force overshoot in the contact phase.
Based on equation (12), control parameters m k and K 0 do not affect the force overshoots avoidance, while they affect the closed-loop bandwidth. In fact, their values define the eigenvalues in equation (9) .
It has to be highlighted that if the interacting environment mass M e has to be taken into account, the equivalent mass results in M eq ¼ M r þ M e . In such a way, the formulation is still valid and the control parameters can be selected to achieve target dynamics of the closed-loop coupled system.
Variable stiffness strategy
The control law here presented aims at modifying on-line the equivalent stiffness of the closed loop controlled robot directly acting on the impedance control stiffness, in order to avoid the force overshoot when the robot is in contact with the environment.
Thus, we can directly define the impedance control stiffness as
The D add term is used to increase the damping of the closed-loop system. The position set-point x 0 r to be sent to the LWR4þ controller is imposed to be
The control schema, considering the interacting environment observer, is shown in Figure 4 .
Closed-loop dynamics
Considering a single DoF (as the impedance control allows to decouple the Cartesian DoF) and substituting the impedance control set-point x 0 r as defined by equation (14), the impedance control stiffness as defined by equation (13) and the interacting environment dynamics as defined by equation (1) in equation (5) , the closed-loop dynamics results as
þ ðK e þ K trg À D add Þðx r À x r À G p Áx d e Þ ¼ 0 By elaborating such expression we obtain
By imposing the equivalent closed-loop system mass as M eq ¼ M r , the equivalent closed-loop system damping as D eq ¼ D r þ D e þ G d , the equivalent closed-loop stiffness as K eq ¼ K e þ G p m k and f eq ¼ G p f d K À1 e ðK 0 þ m k Þ, it is possible to analytically calculate the resulting robot base position during the interaction as described in Section 'Setpoint deformation strategy: Closed-loop dynamics' by equation (8).
Control parameters calculation
The control parameters G p and G d can be calculated analytically in order to guarantee the proper force tracking during the task execution, while avoiding any force overshoot.
As described in Section 'Set-point deformation strategy: Control parameters calculation', G p gain can be calculated considering the static term of equation (15) . Therefore, the proportional gain G p results in the following
Substituting equation (16) into equation (14) it is possible to highlight that the impedance control set-point is not a function of the environment stiffness estimation
. G d gain can be calculated considering the eigenvalues in equation (9) as in Section 'Set-point deformation strategy: Control parameters calculation' to obtain an over-damped closed-loop system
The control gain G d is a function of the impedance parameters M r , D r , K r , of the control parameters G p , m k , of the target force f d , and of the estimated stiffness of the interacting environment K e . Moreover, even if equation (17) allows us to calculate the derivative control gain G d considering a zero initial velocity _ x r;0 ¼ 0, equation (8) can be used to numerically calculate the derivative gain taking into account a non-zero initial velocity to avoid any force overshoot in the contact phase.
Based on equation (17), control parameters m k and K 0 do not affect the force overshoots avoidance, while they affect the closed-loop bandwidth. In fact, their values define the eigenvalues in equation (9) .
Free-motion approach velocity controller
As described in 'Set-point deformation strategy: Control parameters calculation' and in 'Variable stiffness strategy:
Control parameters calculation', the derivative gain G d can be calculated to take into account non-zero approach velocities for both the proposed control strategies. Thus, it is possible to avoid any force overshoot even if the robot has to perform multiple non-contact to contact phases. In more detail, for the free-space motion it is possible to define a velocity control loop to approach the target environment with a target velocity as follows (considering 1 DoF)
where G v is the velocity control gain and _ x d r is the target approach velocity. Based on the target approach velocity _ x d r , it is then possible to calculate the control gain G d to avoid any force overshoot in the following contact phase.
Therefore, considering the free-space motion, control gains are imposed G p ¼ 0, G d ¼ 0, while considering the contact phase G v ¼ 0. During the impact collision, the target approach velocity is set _
x d r ¼ 0 and a logistic function can be used in order to adapt the control gains values G v , G p , G d . Such continuous and differentiable function guarantees, indeed, a smooth control action during the control gains switching. Therefore, the generic control gain G ith during the impact collision results in
where ith is the time constant of the control gain adaptation. The dynamics of the logistic functions is faster than the dynamics of the observer and of the control loop (at least 1 decade). Therefore, the analytical control gains adaptation defined in Section 'Set-point deformation strategy' and in Section 'Variable stiffness strategy' will not be affected by the logistic function dynamics.
Experimental results
All of the quantities are referred to the robot base reference frame. The impedance loop rate is 200 Hz, synchronously with the environment estimation. In fact, the KUKA LWR 4þ allows us to tune such control loop rate. 9 Signals are updated to the main LWR 4þ control loop, together with the sampling of force (used in the control loop and by the EKF) and the kinematics state. The remote controller is a real-time Linux Xenomai PC with RTNet. The coupled environment is implemented using a second KUKA LWR 4þ (see Figure 1 ), setting K e;z ¼ K robot2 r;z ¼ 20000N =m, obviously without injecting known parameters K e into the controller instead of observations. Such equivalent stiffness has been obtained with the position control loop of the KUKA LWR 4þ. In fact, assuming small Cartesian deformations, it is possible to consider the position controlled KUKA LWR 4þ equivalent to a second order system with the above equivalent stiffness. 39 
Set-point deformation strategy
Control gains has been imposed as follows: K 0;z ¼ 5000 N/m, m k;z ¼ 500 1/m, while the impedance stiffness K r;z ¼ 2500 N/m and the impedance damping ratio h z ¼ 0:5. Figure 5 (a) shows the measured force during the interaction task execution using the set-point deformation control algorithm. Force overshoots are avoided and the proper force tracking is achieved. In fact, the force error is less than 1 % (i.e. negligible force error), attributable to non-compensated dynamic, as static friction. Figure 5(b) shows the estimated environment stiffness during the task execution. Figure 5 (c) shows the measured x r;z and commanded x 0 r;z robot positions. Figure 6 (a) shows the measured force during the interaction task execution using the variable stiffness control algorithm. Force overshoots are avoided and the proper force tracking is achieved. In fact, the force error is less than 1 % (i.e. negligible force error), attributable to non-compensated dynamic, as static friction. Figure 6(b) shows the estimated environment stiffness during the task execution. Figure 6 (c) shows the measured x r;z and commanded x 0 r;z robot positions. Figure 7 shows the impedance control stiffness K r;z calculated and commanded during the task execution. Since KUKA LWR 4þ impedance control allows us to impose a stiffness in the range ½0; 5000 N/m, 9 the maximum stiffness is saturated at 5000 N/m. Only one oscillation is saturated. To avoid such behaviour control parameters can be tuned to reduce the control bandwidth.
Variable stiffness strategy
Methods comparison
Since a common structure has been adopted for both the control strategies (i.e. both of the control strategies (a) and (b) rely on the definition of an equivalent stiffness K trg -as a function of the force error e f -and of an equivalent damping D add -as a function of the robot velocity _ x r ), the same performance can be achieved by the two controllers by properly imposing the control gains. The main limitations of the class (a) control strategy are related to the maximum admissible Áx max r (considering the KUKA LWR 4þ Áx max r ¼ 0:2 m 9 ), while the main limitations of the class (b) control strategy are related to the admissible range of the impedance control stiffness (considering the KUKA LWR 4þ the stiffness can be imposed in the range ½0; 5000 N/m 9 ) and to the admissible loop rate for the impedance control stiffness adaptation. The developed class (a) method therefore, is more feasible for highaccurate interaction with stiff and delicate components (such as polishing) having a higher range of achievable dynamics, while the developed class (b) method is more feasible for interaction with compliant components (such as assembly of plastic components), since the impedance control behaviour can be tune at low stiffness values to reject disturbances, imposing a limited bandwidth to the controlled robot.
Both of the approaches allow us to obtain the tracking of the target force with a zero-steady-state force error as shown in 'Set-point deformation strategy: Control parameters calculation' and in 'Variable stiffness strategy: Control parameters calculation', even if estimation errors are affecting the environment stiffness estimateK e . In fact, in the case of an environment stiffness over-estimate, both the algorithms allow us to obtain an over-damped behaviour on the basis of equation (12) and equation (17) , while in the case of an environment stiffness under-estimate, since in the theoretical analysis the environment damping is D e ¼ 0, small errors resulting from the EKF 18 are not resulting in force overshoots. In order to be more conservative, the impedance control damping can be also considered D r ¼ 0 in the theoretical analysis to compensate for estimation errors affecting the environment stiffness estimateK e .
Conclusions
The described article proposes two control algorithms (a setpoint deformation algorithm and a variable stiffness algorithm) to overcome the force overshoot issue in impedance based force tracking control, completing the state-of-the-art methods. Both of the algorithms rely on a common control law to shape the equivalent impedance of the coupled controlled robot-interacting environment system (the interaction force is used to regulate the closed-loop stiffness of the controlled manipulator) and on the estimation of the environment stiffness performed by an EKF. In such a way, control gains can be analytically on-line calculated to achieve an overdamped closed-loop dynamics of the controlled coupled system. Control strategies have been validated in experiments, involving a KUKA LWR 4þ. A probing task has been performed, representative of many industrial tasks (e.g. assembly tasks) in which a main force task direction is defined. Future work will investigate the possibility of extending the proposed approach to rotational degrees of freedom and will consider the application of such control algorithms to a direct human-robot cooperation in interaction tasks.
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